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Abstract

Unstable dimension variability is a mechanism whereby an invariant set of a dynamical system, like a chaotic attra
strange saddle, loses hyperbolicity in a severe way, with serious consequences on the shadowability properties of n
generated trajectories. In dynamical systems possessing a variable parameter, this phenomenon can be trigge
bifurcation of an unstable periodic orbit. This Letter aims at discussing the possible types of codimension-one bifu
leading to unstable dimension variability in a two-dimensional map, presenting illustrative examples and displaying nu
evidences of this fact by computing finite-time Lyapunov exponents.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Hyperbolic invariant sets, like chaotic attracto
or chaotic saddles, play a major role in the the
of dynamical systems, thanks to many conven
mathematical properties, such as:

(i) The stable and unstable manifolds can be defi
for each point belonging to the set [1,2];

(ii) The set and the corresponding dynamics
structurally stable, i.e., small perturbations do
topologically alter its dynamics [3];
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(iii) Noisy trajectories of hyperbolic systems a
closely followed by fiducial (noiseless) traject
ries of the system for an infinite time [4,5].

Unfortunately, most dynamical systems of physi
interest fail to be hyperbolic, thus limiting the a
plicability of hyperbolicity to only a few models, like
Axiom-A systems and topological horseshoes [2].

When the decomposition of the tangent space
a stable and unstable subspace does not vary con
ously along the invariant set, the dimension of the
stable manifold may be generally different for distin
points belonging to the set. This has been called un
ble dimension variability (UDV), and its presence is
severe violation of the necessary conditions for a se
be hyperbolic [6]. A particularly troublesome cons
quence of UDV is the lack of adequate shadowabi
.
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properties of noisy trajectories, such as those obta
by using computers, where the role of noise is pla
by unavoidable one-step roundoff and truncation
rors.

If UDV is too severe, it may happen that a noi
trajectory is not closely followed byany fiducial
trajectory of the original system for a reasona
time. Hence, the computer-generated trajectorie
this case may be just numerical artifacts, and no r
vant statistics can be extracted from such orbits
In this case, even though the system is formall
deterministic one, the character of the orbits is, at b
of a stochastic system. Hence, they could be m
properly referred to aspseudo-deterministic systems.
In fact, when there is no shadowability at all, t
mathematical model itself may be of limited us
and one should resort to experimental data (us
embedding techniques, for example) to obtain relev
information about the system dynamics.

UDV was first described [6] for a diffeomorphis
in the spaceT2 × S2. The earliest observation of UDV
for a dynamical system of physical interest was
ported for the kicked double rotor map [8,9]. The pr
ence of UDV seems to be typical in high-dimensio
dynamical systems, as in coupled map lattices [1
Besides their own importance as models of comp
systems, they may also appear in numerical m
ods for solving partial differential equations. Low
dimensional systems, however, also may present U
frequently with a non-attractive invariant set, as
chaotic saddle [11]. The relation between UDV a
riddled basins, as well as with on–off intermittency,
cases where there is an invariant subspace on w
the chaotic set lies, has been discussed in Refs.
and [13], respectively.

Although the mechanism for the emergence
UDV in coupled quadratic maps has been studied [
we still do not have a complete understanding of un
what circumstances UDV appears in a dynam
system, as a parameter is varied. It seems nat
though, that this onset must be triggered by so
bifurcation of a fixed point or periodic orbit, i
the sense that some formerly stable eigendirec
becomes unstable, augmenting the dimension of
unstable subspace by one unit. The purpose of
Letter is to enumerate the local codimension-o
bifurcations which lead to UDV in two-dimension
maps [1,15]. They were found to mark the onset
UDV for many of the dynamical systems studied
far [8,12,16]. We will restrict our analysis to map
bearing in mind that they can also be considered
Poincaré sections or time-T stroboscopic samplings o
continuous time flows.

It is convenient here to state some basic defi
tions for further reference. Letf : Rd → Rd be ad-
dimensional map. The setΛ ⊂ Rd is invariant under
x �→ f(x) if, for any x0 ∈ Λ, we havefn(x0) ∈ Λ for
all n. The invariant setΛ is said to be hyperbolic i
the tangent spaceTx associated with any pointx ∈Λ
can be decomposed into the direct sumTx =Eu

x ⊕Es
x,

whereEu (Es) is the unstable (stable) subspace, s
that the following conditions hold [1]:

(i) The splittingEu
x ⊕ Es

x varies continuously with
x ∈ Λ and is invariant insofar asDf(Eu

x ) = Eu
f(x)

and Df(Es
x) = Es

f(x), where Df is the Jacobian
derivative. In other words, one finds inΛ contin-
uously varying bases forEu

x andEs
x.

(ii) Forward (backward) iterates of points belongi
to the stable (unstable) subspace are attra
to the point x as n goes to infinity, with an
exponential rateρ which is uniform for allx ∈
Λ. Hence, there existsK > 0 and 0< ρ < 1
such that‖Dfn(x)y‖ < Kρn‖y‖ if y ∈ Es

x and
‖Df−n(x)y‖ < Kρn‖y‖ if y ∈ Eu

x . The unstable
(stable) dimensiondux (dsx) is the dimension of the
invariant unstable (stable) subspace.

The structural stability of hyperbolic maps rul
out any qualitative change of periodic orbits d
to bifurcations or crises, for example. Since the
changes are expected for most dynamical system
physical interest, it follows that they are not typica
hyperbolic [3]. Hence, we concentrate ourselves
how a given dynamical system loses hyperbolicity, a
what could be the consequences for this fact. On
the consequences leads to the loss of shadowab
for non-hyperbolic noisy orbits, which implies that w
cannot take for granted that computer-generated o
of non-hyperbolic systems are shadowed, or clos
followed, by true orbits for an arbitrarily long time.

There are basically two mechanisms for los
hyperbolicity. The first one occurs when there a
points on the invariant chaotic setΛ where the
stable and unstable manifolds intersect tangenti
(homoclinic tangencies). At those tangency points,
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invariant subspacesEu
x andEs

x are undefined. Onc
a given homoclinic tangency occurs at a given po
each iterate of this point under the mapf is also a
tangency. Even in this case, it is possible to get fidu
chaotic trajectories which shadow computer-genera
ones, provided we are far enough from a tangency.
time τ it takes for a noisy trajectory to reach a qua
tangency, or “glitch”, is roughly the time-span of
shadowing trajectory. If� = max[�(t)] is the noise
level corresponding to one-step errors, the shadow
time of a noisy-trajectory is of the order�−α , where
α � 1/2 is the scaling exponent [17].

We are concerned, however, with a second
more severe way to lose hyperbolicity (UDV), b
which the splittingEu

x ⊕ Es
x does not vary continu

ously for all points of a chaotic invariant setΛ, be-
cause the dimension of the invariant subspace ta
on different values for points inΛ. For simplicity, we
consider a one-parameter family of two-dimensio
mapsx �→ f(x, ρ), wherex ∈ R2 andρ ∈ R. Let us as-
sume that, for some value of the parameter,ρ = ρ0,
this map has a chaotic invariant setΛ with an unstable
fixed pointp = f(p, ρ0).

We say, without loss of generality, thatΛ and
the dynamics on this set present UDV if there
at least two fixed points inΛ, p1 and p2, such that
du1 = dimEu(p1) = du2 = dimEu(p2) for ρ = ρ0. In
two dimensions, whendu = 1 (2), p is a saddle poin
(repeller), such thatdu2 = du1 + 1. Since every pre
iterate of both fixed points has the same unsta
dimension as ofp1 and p2 themselves, there ar
two sets of eventually fixed points inΛ of different
unstable dimensions, characterizing thus UDV atρ0.
Let us also assume, without loss of generality, t
there existsδρ2 > δρ1 > 0 such that in the interva
[ρ0 − δρ1, ρ0 + δρ2] we havedu1 = du2 if ρ < ρ0
and du2 = du1 + 1 otherwise. The onset of UDV i
this case is a codimension-one bifurcation atρ = ρ0
of an unstable fixed point embedded inΛ. It may
also happen that a period-q orbit {p1,p2, . . . ,pq}
undergoes such a bifurcation. In this case, the s
definitions hold, provided we use theq-times iterated
mapf [q](pi , ρ), i = 1,2, . . . , q .

We now assume the following skew-symmet
form for f(x):

(1)xn+1 = ϕ(xn),

(2)yn+1 = g(xn, yn, ρ),
such that the dynamics along thex-direction is inde-
pendent of that in they-direction, thusϕ(xn) acts as a
driver signal on the transversal variabley. The Jaco-
bian derivative of maps such as given by (1) and
is lower-triangular, and the eigendirections are jusx
and y, with eigenvaluesξx and ξy , respectively. We
also assume that, in thex-direction, we have strongl
chaotic dynamics, such asϕ(x)= 2x(mod1). This re-
sults in an invariant chaotic setΛ embedded in the
two-dimensional phase space.

A particular case of importance is wheng(x, y,ρ)
has only odd powers iny. In this case, due to th
y → −y symmetry, the liney = 0 is an invariant
subspace for the system, and the chaotic invar
set Λ is embedded in this invariant subspace. T
one-dimensional subspace can be thought of as
synchronization manifold of two suitably coupled on
dimensional maps, after a suitable rotation of a
[12]. There is an infinite number of unstable perio
orbits (UPO) embedded in the chaotic setΛ. In the
x-direction, all UPOs will be unstable by constructio
i.e., |ξx | > 1, since the mapϕ(x) is supposed to
generate strongly chaotic dynamics for all values
interest of the parameterρ. The invariant setΛ as
a whole can be transversely stable or unstable,
is named a chaotic attractor or a chaotic sad
respectively, depending on the transversal stab
(along they-direction) of the UPOs embedded inΛ:
|ξy |< 1 (> 1) for the saddle (repeller), with unstab
dimensiondu = 1 (2).

For maps of the form (1) and (2), UDV occurs
a result of a codimension-one bifurcation acting
the transversal dynamics toΛ, transforming a trans
versely stable UPO into an unstable one orvice-versa.
The onset of UDV depends on the value which
eigenvalueξy takes on at the bifurcation pointρ = ρ0.
Let p = (x = χ,y = y∗) be an unstable fixed poin
embedded inΛ, and which undergoes such a bifurc
tion. Whenp becomes a repeller, all its infinite preim
ages also do so. This generates a Lebesgue me
zero set of repellers embedded in the chaotic seΛ,
and densely intertwined with a positive measure
of saddles. Trajectories near these newborn repe
may fall into tongues anchored at these points and
repelled away from the chaotic set (Fig. 1). After t
onset of UDV, other unstable periodic orbits bifurca
likewise, increasing the number of repellers embed
in the chaotic set and turning the effect of UDV mo
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Fig. 1. Schematical view of the intertwined sets of saddles
repellers in the invariant set.

pronounced, as the bifurcation parameter is further
creased [18].

A quantitative way to evaluate the local avera
rates of attraction or repulsion in the transver
dynamics is to compute the finite-time Lyapun
exponents in they-direction:

(3)λy(x0, y0;n)= 1

n

n∑

i=1

ln

∣∣∣∣
∂g(xi, yi, ρ)

∂yi

∣∣∣∣.

These exponents are typically characterized by a
tribution P(λy(n)), such thatP(λy(n)) dλy(n) is the
relative number of transversal time-n exponents be
tweenλy andλy +dλy [19]. Forn large enough, thes
distributions are Gaussian-like [20], but other dis
butions have been found to better fit the numer
results [21]. After the onset of UDV, it has been o
served that this distribution starts to develop a posi
tail, which drifts towards positive values as the UD
is more pronounced [9]. When UDV is the most i
tense, half of the finite-time transversal exponents
positive, meaning equal contributions of repellers a
saddles, such that the average time-n exponent

(4)〈λy(n)〉 =
∫ +∞
−∞ λy(n)P (λy(n)) dλy(n)

∫ +∞
−∞ P(λy(n)) dλy(n)

vanishes [18]. In this case, it follows that the infinit
time exponent in the transversal direction,λT =
limn→∞ λy(n), also vanishes, and the chaotic setΛ

loses transversal stability through a blowout bifur
tion [22].
The relation between unstable dimension varia
ity and loss of transversal stability can be fully a
preciated in the context of the contribution that uns
ble periodic orbits have on the natural measure of
chaotic invariant setΛ. To compute the infinite-time
exponentλT , we use typical trajectories onΛ, with
respect to its natural measurem(Λ). Since there are
an infinite number of unstable periodic orbits emb
ded inΛ, they are the support of the measure in
sense that, when computingλT , such orbits contribute
with different weights. These weights, on the oth
hand, are determined by the magnitude of the un
ble eigenvalues of those unstable orbits; such that
larger is the unstable eigenvalue of the periodic or
the smaller is its weight, or contribution to the natu
measure. Summing over all unstable period-q orbits
embedded inΛ gives then its natural measure [23]

(5)m(Λ)= lim
q→∞

∑

pq(j)∈Λ

1

Lu(pq (j))
,

wherepq(j) is thej th fixed point offq(p), i.e.,pq(j)
is on a period-r orbit, wherer is equal toq or a prime
factor ofq , andLu is the expanding eigenvalue of th
orbit.

The natural measure associated with thej th pe-
riod-q orbit is the normalized ratio [18]

(6)mq(j)= 1/Lu(pq (j), q)
∑Nq

%=1[1/Lu(pq(%))]
,

whereNq is the number of period-q orbits.Ns
q and

Nu
q are the numbers of transversely stable and unst

period-q orbits, respectively, such thatNs
q + Nu

q =
Nq . For two-dimensional maps(q = 1), Ns

1 andNu
1

are the number of saddles and repellers, respecti
The weights of the transversely stable and unsta
period-q orbits are given, respectively, by

ws
q =

Ns
q∑

j=1

mq (j)λ2(pq(j), q)

(7)(for λy(pq (j), q) < 0),

wu
q =

Nu
q∑

j=1

mq(j)λy(pq(j), q)

(8)(for λy(pq (j), q) > 0),

where λy(pq(j), q) is time-q transversal Lyapuno
exponent for thej th period-q orbit. If λy(pq(j), q)
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is positive (negative) the periodic orbit is transvers
unstable (stable).

Based on these arguments, we can assign the o
of unstable dimension variability of the invariant s
Λ to the parameter valueρ for which the first periodic
orbit embedded inΛ loses transversal stability. Asρ
increases past this critical value, more and more
stable orbits lose transversal stability, and the repe
weight increases with respect to the saddles wei
WhenλT = 0 the contributions of the saddles and
pellers become exactly counterbalanced, and uns
dimension variability is expected to be most inten
At this point, the setΛ loses transversal stability as
whole. As the parameterρ is further increased, the re
pellers weight becomes larger than the saddles we

The possible types of codimension-one bifurcatio
of two-dimensional maps can be described, using
center manifold theory, by the normal forms alo
the transversal direction computed atp = (χ, y∗), and
written asz �→ g(z,µ), wherez ≡ y − y∗ andµ =
ρ − ρ0. Henceg(0,0) = 0, by construction. In the
following, we treat the possible cases according to
corresponding bifurcation eigenvalue.

Bifurcations with eigenvalue +1

In this case∂g(z,µ)/∂z= 1 at the bifurcation poin
(0,0), for which there are three possibilities.

Pitchfork bifurcation

The normal form describing the dynamics transv
sal toΛ, atx = χ , is [15]

(9)g(z,µ)= z+µz∓ z3,

where the minus sign in the cubic term refers
the supercritical pitchfork bifurcation. There is a
invariant subspace aty = z = 0, where the chaotic
invariant setΛ lies. Forµ < 0 the fixed point of the
map (9) aty = 0 is transversely stable (a saddl
and the onset of UDV is caused by its convers
into a transversely unstable point (a repeller), w
the consequent appearance of two saddles outsid
chaotic invariant setΛ. The plus sign in (9) is for the
sub-critical pitchfork bifurcation, where two repelle
outsideΛ approach the saddle atz = 0 asµ tends
to 0 and eventually coalesce there, making the for
saddle to become a repeller, as well all its preimag
t

Fig. 2. Distribution of the transversal time-25 Lyapunov expon
for the map (11) and (12) witha = 4, b = 5, and three values of th
bifurcation parameterr .

In both cases the bifurcation diagram presents
curves of fixed points passing through the bifurcat
point(0,0): one curve (the straight line) exists on bo
sides of theµ = 0 line, whereas the other one lie
locally just in one side. Accordingly, the addition
conditions for a pitchfork bifurcation to occur at(0,0)
are [15]:

∂g(z,µ)

∂µ

∣∣∣∣
(0,0)

= 0,
∂2g(z,µ)

∂z2

∣∣∣∣
(0,0)

= 0,

(10)
∂2g(z,µ)

∂z∂µ

∣∣∣∣
(0,0)

= 0,
∂3g(z,µ)

∂z3

∣∣∣∣
(0,0)

= 0.

The sub-critical pitchfork bifurcation is the mec
anism whereby UDV occurs in the riddling map [1
24]:

(11)xn+1 = ϕ(xn)= axn(1− xn), x ∈ [0,1],
(12)yn+1 = re−b(xn−χ)2yn + y3

n,

wherea is chosen so that the dynamics is chaotic in
invariant subspacey = 0, χ = 1 − (1/a)= 0.75 is an
unstable fixed point embedded inΛ, andb > 0 is kept
fixed. Forx = χ , Eq. (12) reduces to the normal for
(9) whenµ= r−1. The onset of UDV occurs atr = 1
and, asr increases past this value, the distributions
the transversal finite-time Lyapunov exponent (Fig
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drift toward positive values ofλy . Note also that the
chaotic attractor aty = 0 loses transversal stability a
a whole atr∗ ≈ 2.55, or ablowout instability [25]. We
remark that, after the occurrence of UDV, the invari
set is a chaotic saddle.

Transcritical bifurcation

The normal form for the transversal dynamics at
bifurcation point(0,0) is now

(13)g(z,µ)= z+µz∓ z2.

Due to the quadratic term inz, although they = 0 line
continues to be an invariant subspace, the chaotic
is not necessarily embedded in it. Forµ< 0 (> 0) the
fixed point atz = 0 is stable (unstable), whereas t
other fixed point atz = 0 is unstable (stable) whe
µ < 0 (> 0). The minus (plus) sign in (13) refers
a supercritical (sub-critical) bifurcation atµ= 0.

In the bifurcation diagram, or thez–µ plane, there
are two curves of fixed points passing through
origin and existing in both sides of theµ = 0 line.
Hence, besides the usual conditionsg(0,0) = 0 and
∂g/∂z(0,0)= 1, the following conditions must hold:

∂g(z,µ)

∂µ

∣∣∣∣
(0,0)

= 0,
∂2g(z,µ)

∂z2

∣∣∣∣
(0,0)

= 0,

(14)
∂2g(z,µ)

∂z∂µ

∣∣∣∣
(0,0)

= 0.

An example of this kind of transition is the follow
ing two-dimensional map on the topological cylind
S1 × R1

(15)xn+1 = 2xn, x ∈ [0,2π),
(16)yn+1 = (

yn +µyn − y2
n

)
cosxn,

whereχ = 0 is the unstable fixed point embedded
the circley = 0. They-map (16) reduces to the norm
form (13) whenx = χ , (0,0) being the bifurcation
point. The onset of UDV atµ = 0 can be seen in
the distributions of the time-15 transversal expon
(Fig. 3). Note also that the chaotic attractor los
transversal stability atµ≈ 1.0.
t

Fig. 3. Distributions of the transversal time-15 Lyapunov expon
for the map (15) and (16) and three values of the bifurca
parameterµ.

Saddle-node bifurcation

The transversal dynamics at the bifurcation po
(0,0) is governed in this case by the normal form

(17)g(z,µ)= z+µ∓ z2.

For µ < 0 (> 0) there is no fixed point at all and
at µ = 0, a pair of fixed points, one stable and o
unstable, appear forµ > 0 (< 0). In the z–µ plane,
there is a single curve of fixed points passing throu
the bifurcation point, which locally lies in the righ
(the minus sign in (17)) or in the left (the plus sig
in (17)) side of thez = 0 axis. In either case, th
additional conditions for a saddle-node bifurcation

(18)
∂g(z,µ)

∂µ

∣∣∣∣
(0,0)

= 0,
∂2g(z,µ)

∂z2

∣∣∣∣
(0,0)

= 0.

In the saddle-node case, however, it must be
served that UDV occurs rigorously only at the bifu
cation point, since before (minus sign) or after (p
sign) this point there is no fixed point (one can s
that it is an atypical case of UDV). Accordingly, th
scenario was ruled out for the appearance of bubb
since the bifurcation parameterµ is supposed not to a
ter the dynamics along the invariant set [26]. When
fixed pointy = y∗ disappears as a result of a sadd
node bifurcation, the invariant set becomes punctu
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07;
in a fine scale, with the size of the holes being p
portional toµ, and without necessarily a change
the unstable dimension. An example of this case
studied in Ref. [16], where a modified version of t
Kaplan–Yorke map was considered. Another exam
is the non-symmetric version of the riddling map (1
and (12), where a symmetry breaking parameter
added to the transversal map [12].

Bifurcations with eigenvalue −1

The case(∂g(z,µ/∂z))0,0 = −1 characterizes
period-doubling bifurcation, for which the second it
erate of the map,g[2](z,µ), must undergo a pitchfor
bifurcation at the bifurcation point(0,0). A common
choice for the normal form for the transversal dyna
ics is [15]

(19)g(z,µ)= −z−µz+ z3.

At µ = 0 the stable fixed point(z = 0) becomes
unstable and a stable period-2 orbit emerges out.
conditions for this bifurcation to occur are thus

g(0,0)= 0,
∂g(z,µ)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
(0,0)

= −1,

(20)
∂g[2](z,µ)

∂µ

∣∣∣∣
(0,0)

= 0,

∂2g[2](z,µ)
∂z2

∣∣∣∣
(0,0)

= 0,
∂2g[2](z,µ)

∂z∂µ

∣∣∣∣
(0,0)

= 0,

(21)
∂3g[2](z,µ)

∂z3

∣∣∣∣
(0,0)

= 0.

Like in the pitchfork bifurcation, this case is als
characterized by a symmetric normal form in t
transversal direction, andy = 0 is an invariant sub
space containing the chaotic setΛ. An example in
S1 × R1 is

(22)xn+1 = 2xn, x ∈ [0,1],
(23)yn+1 = (−yn −µyn + y3

n

)
cosxn,

with (χ = 0, y = 0) as the embedded unstable fix
point which loses transversal stability at the onse
UDV, occurring atµ = 0. This is confirmed by the
statistics of transversal time-n exponents, the resultin
distributions being almost identical to those depic
in Fig. 3. The blowout bifurcation, which signals th
loss of the transversal stability ofΛ, occurs atµ≈ 1.

In conclusion, we have presented in this L
ter the possible scenarios for the onset of U
in two-dimensional maps, when it occurs due to
codimension-one bifurcation of a fixed point or, po
sibly, a periodic orbit. We present examples of all
corresponding bifurcation types, classified accord
to the nature and the sign of the corresponding eig
values. The occurrence of UDV, in the examples giv
can also be numerically reflected by the fluctuating
havior about zero of the transversal finite-time Ly
punov exponent. Our investigation was restricted
codimension-one bifurcation of maps, but similar
furcations for vector fields present an analogous c
sification, mutatis mutandis. Bifurcations of higher
codimension may also cause the onset of UDV, es
cially in complex systems, like coupled maps or os
lator lattices, where this fact has already been num
cally established [10]. Further research is thus nee
to provide a more comprehensive classification of
possible scenarios for the onset of unstable dimen
variability.
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